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EIGENVALUESBELOW THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRA
OF SINGULARELLIPTIC OPERATORS
W. D. EVANS AND ROGER T. LEWIS1
Abstract.
A new technique is developed for determining if the number of eigenvalues below the essential spectrum of a singular elliptic differential operator is finite. A

method is given for establishing lower bounds for the least point of the essential
spectrum in terms of the behavior of the coefficients and weight near the singularities. Higher-order operators are included in these results as well as second-order
Schrödinger operators.

1. Introduction. In this paper we are concerned with the qualitative theory of the
discrete spectrum below the essential spectrum for elliptic partial differential operators which are bounded below. We develop a new technique for determining if the
number of eigenvalues below the essential spectrum is finite as well as estimating the
least point of the essential spectrum le. Cases of arbitrary order are treated in a
unified manner as well as more extensive and improved results being given in the
second-order case.
Briefly, the mathematical interest in the problem arises from separation of
variables and the subsequent desire for eigenfunction expansions. In nonrelativisitic
quantum mechanical systems the eigenvalues below the essential spectrum, which is
itself typically an interval [le, oo), have associated eigenfunctions which are
"bounded" states of the system since a particle in such a state cannot leave the
system without additional energy. In the case of general vibrating systems, which
may correspond to higher order operators, the eigenvalues below the essential
spectrum are associated with standing waves. General references for these types of

studies are the books of Reed and Simon [23, 24] and Schechter [26, 28].
Some of the most noted attention

which the problem

of the finiteness

of the

eigenvalues below /„ has received is that of Allegretto [3-7], Piepenbrink [19-21],
Moss and Piepenbrink [16], and more recently Schmincke [30]. For a general
discussion of some of this work and its significance, we refer the reader to the survey
article of Simon [31]. These papers have been primarily concerned with the problem
when the only singularity is at infinity, which is not the case in many important
physical problems. Attempts to extend the results to higher-order operators have not
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been successful except in very special cases (see [5]). Using an alternative to the
" nonoscillation condition" of these papers, we have established a new condition for
finiteness of the bound states which simplifies the requirements on the weight and
coefficients, which includes the case of finite and infinite singularities, and which
applies as well to quite general, higher-order, selfadjoint differential operators.
The specific problem of determining if the number of bound states of an V-body
quantum system is finite or infinite is what partly motivates these investigations. The
paper of Simon |31] and the notes in Reed and Simon [23, 24] are excellent places to
begin tracking these particular studies.
An important part of a study such as this is to estimate the least point le of the
essential spectrum. Much of the earlier work on this problem has been from the
point of view of perturbation theory. We wish to deal with the situations which
cannot necessarily be approached directly from a perturbation theory point of view.
For related work we refer to work of Persson [18], Schechter [27, 28], and [9]. The
methods used here are principally those established earlier by Edmunds and Evans
[8]. For specific results concerning le in relation to ./V-body quantum systems we
again recommend to the reader the book of Read and Simon [24] and, in particular,
the HVZ Theorem (named for W. Hunziker, C. Van Winter, and G. Zhislin)
contained therein.

2. The domain fi. The boundary-value problem to be considered is defined on a
connected open subset (i.e., a domain) fi of R", « > 1, which may be either bounded
or unbounded. If fi is unbounded then oo is considered to be on the boundary of fi
in the sense of a one point compactification of R". We denote the finite points of its
boundary by 9fi and closure by fi. The boundary conditions to be imposed on 9fi
involve normal derivatives, and our requirements will be met if we assume that
outside some singular set S, in which the conditions are not necessarily met, 3fi not

only has a normal but is also smooth enough for the usual embedding theorems to
hold. In this way we can accommodate boundaries 3fi with nasty kinks of arbitrary
severity, such points or subsets of 3fi being included in the set S. Points in S n 3fi
also include those values of s e 3fi where the coefficients or weight of the operator
fail to satisfy the requirements presented below. To be more specific we require that

S \ {oo} be a closed subset of 3fi. Let Ts = Ns n 3fi and TR = 3fi \ Ts, where Ns
is an open neighborhood of S\ {oo} in R". If fi is unbounded then {oo} Q S; in
fact, S = { oo} is allowed when fi is unbounded.
Before giving the aforementioned smoothness requirements on 3fi \ S we first
need some notation and background information. Partial derivatives are written in
terms of
Da = D? ■■■Dp,

D?>

_3_
3X:

where a1,...,aa
are nonnegative integers and a = (ax,..., an) is a multi-index of
order \a\ = a, + a, + • ■• +a„. For m e N, the Sobolev space Wm-2(Çl) consists of
the set of complex-valued functions u: fi -* C with distributional derivatives D"u e
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L2(fi) for \a\ < m and the norm
(

(2.1)

\l/2

ll«IU.o=

E

\0<|a|<m

/ \Dau\2\ ;
ö

/

when m = 0, W°'2(Sl) = L2(fl), and we denote its norm by ||u||a.
Let G be a bounded open set in R". Following Fraenkel [10] we define 3G to be of
class Cm, m e N, if (a) 3G = 3G and (b) for each point a e 3G there exists an open
neighborhood U(a) of a in R", local coordinates y' = (yx,..., y„_f) and y„ with
y = (y\ y„) = 0 at x = a and a function h = h(-,a) such that 3G n U(a) has a
representation

y„ = h(y'),

/etf(a),

A e C"(f (a);R)

where #(a) is a convex open neighborhood of 0 in R""1 (cf. Definition 9.2 in [2, p.

128]).
We refer the reader to Fraenkel's paper for the merits of this smoothness criterion
and a comparison with the multitude of conditions which abound in the hterature.
Note that Fraenkel does not require G to be bounded as we assume; for a bounded
G, dG is of class Cm if and only if it is uniformly of class Cm according to

Definition 3.4 in [10], (see [10, Theorem 3.5]).
If G is a bounded domain with 3G of class Cm the set of restrictions to fi of
functions in Co°(R") is dense in Wm'2(íí) (indeed 3G being of class C is enough for
this—see [10, Remark 5(a)]) and furthermore G has the uniform C ""-regularity
property defined by Adams in [1] (see [10, Theorem 4.2]). Consequently, on referring
to [1, Theorem 7.53], the trace operators yy

yJu=\dv)

"*dc'

j = 0,l,...,m-l,

where v is the outward normal to 3G, are defined on Wm,2(G) and yj maps
Wm-2(G) continuously onto the fractional Sobolev space W"-j~x/2'2(dG); see [1,

§7.51] and the references therein for a definition of the latter space.
From the Embedding Theroem (see Adams [1]), Wm~J~x/2'2(dG) is continuously

embedded in Lpj(c)G) where
(2-2)

( = 2(n - l)/[n
p,/e[2,oo)
\ = oo

- 2(m - j)]

ii m - j < n/2,
iim-j
= n/2,
if m —j < n/2.

Thus y7 is a continuous map of Wm,2(G) into Lp;(dG) and
(2.3)

\\yju\\LPj(SC)<K\\u\\m,G,

u(Z-Wm'2(G),

j = 0,l,...,m-l,

for some constant K. Moreover, Wm~j~x/2'2(oG) is compactly embedded in L2(3G);
hence yy. Wm'2(G) -* L2(dG) is compact and on applying [17, p. 137, Lemme 4.1],
given e > 0 there exists a positive constant K(e) such that
(2.4)

||Yy.M||29G<e||«||2m,G+ AT(£)||M||2G,

u e Wm'2(G), j = 0,1,...,m

- 1.

We need to remark on three further results before proceeding. First, to say that
3G is of class C is equivalent to saying that G has the segment property (see [10,

Definition 3.2 and Theorem 3.3]). Thus, from [2, Theorem 3.8] if 3G is of class C the
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natural embedding map Wm'2(G) -* tL2(G) is compact. Secondly, from [10, Theorem 4.3(B)], if 3G is of class C1 it is minimally smooth in the sense of Stein [32, p.
189] and hence, from [32, Theorem 5, p. 181] there exists a linear extension operator

E which maps Wk2(G) continuously into Wk'2(W) for all k g N. Thus, if u g
Wk'2(G), Eu g Wk'2(W) and there exists a positive constant K such that

(2.5)

ll«||*.o <||£«||*,r» < Ä"||«||/fc,a.

If <j>g C0°°(R")we know that (see [11, Theorem 9.3])

(2.6)

\\v*\\v*K\\v^\&mU\\rJ/m,

J = 0,1,...,m

- 1,

where
||v^|t=

£

[

\Da<i>\2

and ATis a positive constant depending only on n, m, and j. From (2.5) and (2.6) it
follows that if 3G is of class C1 then for u g Wm-2(G),
(2.7)

\\vJu\\G<K\\ufmmG\\uiG'i/m,

j = 0,l,...,m-l.

On using Young's inequality we get for any 8 > 0

(2.8)

lv'ufcÇK{i'"-''lutf.,c}'/m{S-''Ufc}'~'/m

<r{(£).-1.H,+(=^)|-»1.|i}.
Thus, for any e > 0 there exists a positive constant K(e) such that
(2.9)

||v^irG<£||vm||2G

+ 7Y(£)||M||2G,

> = 0,l,...,m-l.

Finally, from the Embedding Theorem Wm~j'2(G) is continuously embedded in

L"'(G) where
{ = 2n/[n - 2(m - j)]
g[2,oo)
= oo

if m - j < n/2,
iim-j
= n/2,
if m - j > n/2,

and hence

(2.11)

NKo

< ÄT||M||m-7>G, u g Wm^-2(G).

The above remarks serve to motivate the following smoothness assumptions we

make on 3fi \ S. Let Qk, k = 1,2,...,
(i)

be bounded domains in R" which satisfy

fi, ■ 0k+1;
00

(2.12)

(ü) Q\S=
(iii)

(J (finfi,);and
*=i

there is a k0 g N such that for all k > k0,

o\8tcû

n(JVsU7Vw),

where Ns is the neighborhood of the finite singularities, S \ {oo}, mentioned above,
and tY^ = {x: \x\ > K} for some K. Our smoothness assumptions on SfiXS1 are

the following.
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(A) For each k g N
(1) the trace operators yy yjU = (o/dv)Ju\ 3(anat), j = 0,1,..., m - 1, are
defined on Wm-2(Sl D fi,) and y, maps Wm'2(iï n fi,) continuously into

L^(3[fi n fi,]) where p} satisfies (2.2);
(2) the embedding Wm'2(Q,n fi,) -» L2(fi n fi,) is compact, and
wm-J'2(Sl n fi,) -» z>(fi n fi,)
is continuous, where ^. satisfies (2.10);
(3) given any e > 0 there exists a positive constant AT(e) such that for j =

0,1,...,m
(2.13)

- 1,
2

||v7w||anü*

2

2

< e||vmM||ßnöi

+ ÄT(e)||m||anQA

and
(2.14)

WyjuW^Q^^

e\\vmu\\anak + K(e)\\u\\anat

for m g Wm-2(Ü n ß,).
In view of the preceding remarks (A) is satisfied if 3(fi Pi fi,) is of class Cm for
each k G N. Also note that these assumptions relate to the smoothness of 3fi\S
since the boundaries of the fi, may be chosen to be as smooth as we please.
3. The operator t. Define the differential expression
m

(3.1)

r:-w-l£

£
(-l)JD"aaBD^
7 = 0 M = 101=7

Let Aj(x) denote the nj by «y matrix (aaß(x)) where «y is the number of distinct
«-tuples of order j, i.e., |a|=y. The Ti^-dimensional vector (Dau)^_j
will be
denoted by vJu. For an w^-dimensional, complex vector-valued function $ = (<i>0)

define
dlV,$ =

£ D^aM =7

Now, we can rewrite tu as
m

(3.2)

tu = w'x £ (-l)Jdivj(AjVJu).
7= 0

Let L2W
(fi) be the weighted space with norm
11/2

\U\\Ll(Q)

I w\u\ dx

Jo.

With sufficient smoothness conditions on the coefficients of t, an operator T:
®(T) -> L2 (fi) can be defined by Tu = tu for u g 3¡(T) c L2 (fi) and

(3.3)

9(T) - |ii: u = <t>
r o>«¡>
e Q"(R"\rs),
¿r2m-f-j(s,D)<t>(s)

tu g L2(fi) and

+ oJ(s)l[^;)jJ<i>(s) = 0

for jeTj

and j = 0,1.m

- 1 >.

In (3.3), the oy are given functions and the jVk(s, D) are hnear differential operators
of order k on TR, TR being noncharacteristic for each ¿Vk(s, D)—see [2, Theorem

10.2].
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Using such an operator T, a sesquilinear form can be defined by

(3.4)

t[u,v] = (Tu,v),

2)(t) = 2)(T).

If T is sectorial, then the form t is closable (Theorem 1.27, p. 318 of [13]). By the
First Representation Theorem [13, p. 322], there is associated with the closure t of t,
a unique operator, the w-sectorial Friedrichs extension t of T for which 2(f) c
2¿(t) and t[u, v] = (Tu, v) for every u g 9(f) and v g 3>(t). In the special case
that T is symmetric and bounded below, / will be closable and t will be selfadjoint.
In this section we will begin by assuming that we are given a form

(3.5)

t[u,v)= ZfjAyu,^v)dx+

Zf^^)

u(Tv) vds

with domain
(3.6)

2(t)=

{u:u = $lü,<¡>^Ccx(Rn\Ts)}.

The matrices Aj, j = 0,1,..., m, are assumed to be Hermitian and each a- is
real-valued. Consequently, t is symmetric as well as being densely defined. Here,
( • , • ) denotes the l2(nj) inner product, the dependence on j being clear and hence
suppressed. We allow for the fact that t might be associated with an operator such
as T above, but this is not required. We will need for t to be closable. The results of
subsequent sections will be related to the spectrum of the operator f associated with
t as guaranteed by the First Representation Theorem. The fact that t is closable may
either arise from its association with a densely defined, semibounded, symmetric
operator T as above or it may arise from the inherent properties of the form itself.
We illustrate below in Lemma 2 how the latter may occur.
The following will comprise our basic assumptions on the coefficients in (3.5). The

smallest and largest eigenvalue of each Aj(x) is denoted by Pj(x) and \j(x),
respectively. The norm of each A- as a symmetric operator in /2(ny) is

\Aj(x)\:= max(|^,(x)|,|A,(*)D.
Assume that
(B)(1) pm > 0 a.e. on fi, p~x g L°°(fi n fi,) for k g N,
(2) A0 is real-valued, for k g N A0 g La°(ß n fi,) and \Aj\ g L"j(ü n fi,),
j = 1,2,..., m — 1, where

(3.7)

l = n/2(m-j)
«,/g(1,oo]
\=1

(C)(1) For j = 0,1,...,

m — 1, assume that a, g Lßj(TR) where

(=(n-T)/2(m-j)-l

(3.8)

if m -j < n/2,
iim-j
= n/2,
iim- j> n/2.

Me(l,oo]
\= 1

iim-j<n/2,

if m-7 = n/2,
if m - j > n/2,

(2) and oy> 0, j = 0,1,..., m - 1, in TR\ fi, for k > k0 defined in (2.12).
(D) For a.e. jc g fi assume that w(x) > 0 and let w"1 G L°°(ß n fi,), Acg N.
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Lemma 1. Assume (A)-(D). For each k g N and arbitrarily small positive numbers
ex, e2, and e3, there are constants K(ex), K(e2), andK(e3) such that for all u G 3¡(t)

(3.9)
/

■/Í2ní2t

1v4-(jc) I |v'«|

dx < £1||vmM||önat + A"(ct)||u||anQft

<£2Í

MmlV"«| dx + K(e2) f

w(x)\u(x)\ dx

for 0 < / < j < m —1, and

(3.10)

<e3/"

pm\vmu\2dx

+ K(e3)[

Janak

<h(

MmlvmM|2áJC+ K(e3) (
•'ßnßA

Proof.

\u(x)\2 dx
JQnQ.k

w(x)\u(x)\

dx.

Janäk

The exponents a • in (3.7) satisfy l/2ay + 1/qj = 1/2, for q} given by

(2.10). Therefore, by (2.11) and Holder's inequality l^/^v'til

e L2(ß n fi,) for

m g ¿^(f ). Given any e' > 0 we can write |j4 -| = /Tj + fJ2 where for each k g N and

some AT(e')> 0 depending on e' and fi Pi fi,,

ll/y,ilUnnB,)<e'.\fa\< KW onfinfi,.
Hence, from (B)(2), for u g 2(t) and 0 < i < j < m - 1,
/*

2

2

2

/
I^IIVkI ¿*<||/,,i|L°,(o.nai)||v,'M|U"7(8nßt)-l-ÄT(6')l|v,«||anot
•'ßnßj
*
2

22

< e'7V||u||m,anßt + e'||vm«||ßnat
< e"||vmM||anat

<e(

+ 7í(e')|| «llana*

+ K(*")\ufana,

Mm|V"«| dx + K(e) (
•'ßnßj

\ufwdx

JSlnQk

by (2.11),(2.13),(B)(1),(D), and the fact that qt > qy
Similarly, the exponents ßj in (C) satisfy 1//3, + 2/pj = 1, for pj given by (2.2).
Hence, for u G 3i(t) as above we have (3.10), on using (2.3) and (2.4) and extending
Oj as zero on 3fi, \ 3ß.
We define/"(jc) = min{/(x),0} and f+(x) = max{/(jt),0}.

Lemma 2. Assume (A)-(D), and that A}> 0, j = 1,2,...,
for some kx g N and 0// /c > A:,.7/

(3.11)

hm

inf

fc->oo ieü\Slt

^l=:a0>-00,
H'(x)

then t is bounded below and closable in L\(ß).

m - 1, a.e. on fi \ fi,
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Proof. By the Principal Axes Theorem each Hermitian matrix Aj, j = 0,1,..., m,
is simultaneously similar to and conjunctive to a real diagonal matrix D having
eigenvalues of Aj as the diagonal elements. Consequently, we can write Aj = Aj" +
Aj where Af > 0, Aj < 0 and each matrix is Hermitian. (Of course, Am = A+ > 0.)

Let e g (0,1) and u g 3)(t). Then for k sufficiently large
m

'["]>

m —1

£ / (A¡vju,Vju)dx7= 0 ^

£ f

j-0

^flnß^

UM^ufdx

m-l

+ (oi-e)f

j=0

\u\ wdx+ £ f of [■=- «
7= 0

ds

ov

JrKnük

ds

lR

m

> £ /

7= 0 n

(3.12)

m-l

- £

(A+VJu,Vju)dx
I

¿/

^Jvm«|

dx + K(e)f

\u\2wdx

+<«-«>ki«i
»*+££,<?(*)■
*
m —1

> (1 - e) E / {a}vju,Vju)

/ Îî \ y

^

dx +(a0 - tf(e))||«||ii

ds
7=0

'«

v

'

by Lemma 1. From (3.12) we can conclude that / is bounded below by a0 - K(e) in

Ll(Q).
It remains to prove that t is closable. In order to do this we need to show that if
{u,} g 3>(t) is i-convergent to 0, i.e., u, -> 0 in L2(fi) and t[u, - ur] -* 0 as
l,r -* oo, then t[u¡] -» 0 as / -» oo.

First, we will show that

f (A?VJu„VJu¡) dx -* 0 as / -» oo

(3.13)

for j = 0,1,..., m. Let Af(x) have eigenvalues 8u(x) and orthonormal eigenvectors <j>jj(x).Then

(a;vju,Vju)

= l,8iJ\{vju,4>iJ)\2.
i

It follows from (3.12) and the fact that {u¡} is i-convergent to 0 that

£/

ay|(v>«f,*v) - (vJu„Íu)\2dx - 0
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as /, r -» oo. Since L2(fi; 8{jdx) is complete, there exists vtj g L2(fi; 8tjdx) such
that for each i

/nÔ,7|(v^,^,7)-u,7|2dJc^0
as / -» oo. Thus, for Vj(x) := Et u,7(jc)^0(jc)

(3.14)

£/
8IJ\(vJul-ùjÀ,J)\2dx-+0
i ^
as / -» oo. Hence, by (B)(1)
(3.15)

£/

|<V"W/-ßm,^.m)|2dx-0

as / -» oo, for each k. We will now show that vm = 0 a.e. in fi from which (3.13) will

follow for j = m. By (D) and the fact that u¡ -» 0 in L2(fi), it follows that
/ u,D" dx -» 0 as / -» oo,
•'ß
for any \p G Co°(fi), or equivalently that
/ Dau¡\¡/dx^*0
•'ß

as/-»oo,

for all a with 0 < |a| «s m. Thus, if ^ = (\pf,...,\pn)

with components being

C,f (fi)-functions, then
f (vmu„tm)dx->0

(3.16)

7a

as I -> oo.

By (2.12), supp ¿m ç fi n ß, for A: sufficiently large. Hence, by (3.15) and the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
/

<Vm«/,im)dx

= £/

= /

Jíl

(vmu„*im){im,*lm)dx

(Vm^m)dx.

Thus, on using (3.16) jQ{vm,4<m)dx = 0 for an arbitrary vector-valued function \pm
with components in C<f(fi). Hence, vm= 0 a.e. in fi and (3.13) is proved for j = m.

By (3.9), we can now conclude that the limit in (3.13) holds for j = 0,1, ...,m, when
ß is replaced by ß n fi,. Since supp $ • ç fi n fi, for /c sufficiently large and

yly+> 0, then by the Cauchy-Schwarzinequality

11/2T
'ßnßt

'ßnßt

1/2
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as / -» oo. However, by (3.14)

=fa(AJ+i>j>î>j)dxAs above, we can conclude that Afv: = 0 a.e. in fi. Since in (3.14)

E/q «,-,y|(vJ«i- tPK)\2dx = jf (a;{v'u, - &j),V%- Ô,)dx,
then by (3.14), (3.13) is proved.
Since for any u G S>(t)
m-l

'[«]< 7£/
=0

n

(^+V^,V^)djc

+ 7£= 0 fr« a/

3^

ds,

the proof will be complete if we can show that

(3-i7)

M*(¿)"

Since t[u¡ — ur] -* 0 as l,r-*oo,

ds -> 0,

as / -* oo.

by (3.12), there exists Vj for each j

0,1,..., m —1, such that
,2

ka;(iïu,-Vj

dr -» 0 as / -> oo.

By (3.10) and (3.13) we can conclude that Vj= 0 a.e. on TR n fi, for each k.
However, TR = 0k(TR n fi,). Therefore, Vj= 0 a.e. on TR and (3.17) follows. The
proof of Lemma 2 is thus complete.

4. Lower bound of the essential spectrum of f. The essential spectrum oe(f) of the
self adjoint operator f is defined to be the complement in the spectrum o(f) of f of
the set of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiphcity. Equivalently, it is the set of
points X g C for which there exist singular sequences; {u¡} is a singular sequence

for X if \\u,\\Li(Q)=l,

11,-0 in L2(fi), and (f - X/)ii,-» 0 in L2(fi). Our

immediate concern is with the number

(4.1)

/e:=inf{X:X

g oe(T)}.

In this section we assume the hypothesis of Lemma 2. From Lemma 2 we may
further assume, without loss of generality, that t[u] > ||m|IÍ2(o,) on 3¡(t) (and hence

T > 1) and that in (3.11) a0 > 0. This property can be effected by the addition of a
sufficiently large positive constant to f which merely translates ae(T). T therefore
has a square root T1/2 and from the Second Representation Theorem [13, Theorem

VI-2.23] we have that 2>(t) = 2(f1/2)

(4.2)

and

t[u,v) = (f^ii.T^W

-¡(«.«Of-
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Furthermore f > 1 imphes that || • ||f is equivalent to the graph norm of fx/2 on
3>(t) and (2>(t); || • ||?) is a Hilbert space which is continuously embedded in L2(fi);
we shall denote (®(t); \\ • ||f) by H(t). 9>(t) is a dense subspace of H(t).
To determine le we invoke Theorem 3.3 in [8] with the following choices for the
operators and spaces. The closable operator T in [8] is taken to be T1/2 \ 3>(t) and
with y(fi) = L2(fi), the closure of T is fx/2. X is now the above Hilbert space

H(t),

E = @(t), and Q the embedding map H(t) -» L2(fi). The form of [8,

Theorem 3.3] which is ideally suited to our present needs incorporates the hypothesis
in Remark 3 of [8]. This has the following form in the terminology of this paper:

(H) For each k g N large enough and <f>
g C0(R"\ Ts) such that
1,

*{x)=\o,

XGfi,,

**ß,+]

and 0 í£ </>< 1, we have
(i) <f>vg 3)(t) for every v g 3¡(t),
(ii) if v, g 3i(t) satisfies ||i7/||f = 1 and u,- 0 in H(t) then

||(1 -*)ü,||j<

1 + o(l)

as I -» oo.

If hypothesis (H) is satisfied, the conclusion is (see [8, Remark 4]) that

r2(f~x/2)

= lim sup|H|ii(B\Qt):«

e»(l),

||«||? = l,suppi/

c ß\ß,}

where re(f'x/2)=
{|X|:X g oe(f~x/2)}, the radius of the essential spectrum of
J--1/2 prom tms an(j me Spectral Mapping Theorem it will follow that
¡e = r;2(f'x/2)=

lim inf{/[«]:«e^(/),

(4.3)

||«||lí(Q)=

*-»

1,

supp u c fi \ fi, }

which is the result we seek. Note that in (4.3) the statement u g 3)(t) and
supp u c fi \ fi, means u = <f>f n for some <j>g Cx(R" \ fi,). It may be the case
that u does not vanish on 3fi \ fi,.
Theorem 3. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 2 and suppose that

Xmg L°°(fi n fi,),

k g N.

Then
(4.4)

le=

hm infMn]:«

G^(r),

k-*oo

||w||i¿(B) = l,suppi/

c ß\ß,}.

Proof. It suffices to prove that hypothesis (H) is satisfied; (4.4) will then follow
from (4.3).
First, (H)(i) is obvious. We proceed then to prove (H)(ii). Let v g D(t) and take k
to be large enough for pj > 0, ay > 0, and A0/w > a0 - e > 0 in fi\fi,
for
j = 0,1,..., m —1. Then,
m

ll(l-*)»llf=

£/

(AjVJ(l-<i>)v,VJ(l-<l>)v)dx

7-0 '0
m~ ^

+ £

/il\7

/

7 = 0 r*

aj[i-\

2

il-*)o

ds.
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For j > 1,
(AjVJ(l-<t>)v,vJ(l-<t>)v)=

£
aaßDß[(l-4>)v]Da[(l-<j>)v]
\*\-\ß\-J

=

£

aJ(l-*)D>v+

x((i-*)^+

£ (jW(l-*)J>'-b

£

\

(«)d»(i-4>)d-*v

0<A*Sa

'

< (1 - <t>)2{AjVJv,VJv)

+^)M7.|(|v^|£1|v^l+E1|vv|2)
\

i=0

1=0

I

by Leibnitz's Theorem. Here, K(<p) has support in fi,+1\fi,
distance between fi, and fi,+1. Thus, for arbitrary e, ex, e2, ...

and depends on the

(4.5)
m

£ f {ajvj(i - <l>)v,VJ(l- *)o) dx
7= 0
m

< £ / (1 -<f>)2(^V^,V^)dx
7= 0
m 7'-l

+ *(<*>)££/

7 = 1 i-0y°nQ*

+i

m

My.||vV;|{|v^|+ |vfe|}Ä
m— 1

< E í (AyJv,vjv)dx
j-0J0

- £

'

í

(AyJv,vJv)dx

y_o ■'»nllj

m 7-1

+ *"(*)£

£ í

|/l,.||v'H{|v4;| + |v'<;|}dx

m

< £

m —1

í (Ax7jv,Vjv)dx

7-0 Jo

m-l

7-1

+ £

[

\A:\\vJv\

7=o •'ans,

//

+ *(*) £ £

dx

\l/2/

í

7-1 i-olröna,+1

Kl |V^| dx

/

\l/2

/"

l^nííj,,

M,||V^| dx)
/

+f
m-l

+ *(</>) £
,-o

//

|^,| \v'v\2dx\

\l/2¡

í
\\JünQk+l

\l/2

|V'u| dx)

\¡

j

\Janak+l

|v"Y>| dx
j

+f

Janak+1

m

£ j
7= 0

0

(Ajvjv,Vjv)

+ Ej/x^VVlana^

+ K(ex)\\v\\anak+l

|vfc|2¿xl
)
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from (3.9) and (2.13).Also for j = 1,..., m - 1,

4Wl(1-*)4*<4(1~*M¿)'D
djc

+W¿7

ds.

\°j\

<-0 ■,rJ,n(Ot+i\£

Consequently,

7= 0

lft

v

'

m~ ^

I 7\ \ J

^

m—1

r <\ \ j

< yto-'r,
£ f "At)
° ds~ 7~o-'r«nß,
E (
a/
a- °
M9W
'W
m-l7-1

3V

+*(<*>)
E ,=oJrÄn(ßt+1\nt)
£/
y_i
m-l

3V

« 7£= 0 /rr* "> dp

ds

ds + ^i^V^lana^,

V

ds

+ ii(e2)H|anai+I

on using (3.10). Thus we have proved that

(4.6)
||(l-*)u||f<||o||f
+ e3||MÏV^||BnB,+1 + A:(e2)||i;||onot+l.
From the proof of (3.12) (with a0 — e > 0) and (3.10) we can conclude that

(4.7)

Hr

- *M > (1 - «4)/

pm\vmv\2dx - K(u) (

•'önß,,,

and so, on substituting for ||tó2Vmü||nnat+i

(4.8)

\v\2dx

JünQk+l

in (4.6),

||(1 - <i>H2< (1 + e)HI? + *(e,*)||i>||Ônoà+I.

It follows from equations (4.7) and (2.9) that H(t) is continuously embedded in
Wm-2(il n ß,+1) and hence compactly embedded in L2(ß n ß,+1) by (A)(2). Thus
if {u,} satisfies the hypothesis of (H)(ii) we have ||^/|lanat+1 = °0) as I ~* °°Hence, from (4.8)
since £ is arbitrary. Hypothesis (H) is therefore estabhshed and the theorem follows

from [8, Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3].
5. Finiteness of eigenvalues below le. For a form t defined by (3.5) and (3.6), it will
be necessary to define an associated form r, on fi n fi, for some teN.
The form
f, is given by
m

(5.1) tk[u,v]=

£ f
m-l
—

(AjVJu,vJv)dx
I

- E if

/A\J/A\J

°7\T ) u\T ) "ds - f

with domain 9>(tk) = {u: u = </>r aniî.,<i>g 9(t)}.

p.(vJu,VJv) ds
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Lemma 4. Assume (A)-(D).

For some k E: N let tk be defined by (5.1) where each

Pj G L^°(3fi, n fi) and ß0 is given by (3.8) for m = 1. Then, tk is bounded below and
closable in L2(fi n fi,).
Proof. By extending each pj as zero on 3fi n fi, we may regard pj as being in
L^°(3(fi, n fi)). As in the proof of Lemma 1, given any £ > 0 we may write
Pj = Pj.i + Pj.2where \Pj,i\ < K(e) on 9(ß/t n ß) and llP/illz/oo^na)) < E-Then by
Holder's inequality with p0 given by (2.2) (with m = 1), applying (2.3) and (2.4) to
Vo(V7<i>),and using (2.9)
(

Ml2

/

n

- |,2

. ...

. ,,2

|P/I IV-tyl ds < e||v7<i>||¿"0(3(0^8)) + K(e)\\VJ(¡>\\d(akna)

Jd(ílkr\a)

2

/

< ei||vv«í»||i,atna

2

+ 7\T(£)[£2||v2<í)||i,atna

2

2

\

+ K(E2)\\vJ<¡>\\akna)

2

< E3||vm<í)||atna + 7X"(e3)||<f>||atna

for any <pg 3)(tk). Finally, by (B)(1) and (D) we have that for any <f>
g S¿(tk)
(5.2)

f

\p ,||v^|2dí<e/"

JdQknÜ

w\<t> dx.

pm\vm<b\2dx + K(e)(
Jünak

Jünat

Using (3.9), (3.10), and (5.2) we have that for any e g (0,1), there is a constant
t\T0(e) such that
(5.3)

tk[u]>

(1 -e)[

iim|vmM|2dx-7y0(£)||M||ii(anat)
•'ßnßj

for all u g 3>(tk). Therefore, r, is bounded below in L2 (fi n fi,).
The fact that /, is closable now follows from (5.3) and the proof of Lemma 2. This
completes the proof of Lemma 4.
Lemma 5. Let the form t defined in (3.5) and (3.6) be bounded below and closable.
Assume that for some integer r G N the hypothesis of Lemma A is satisfied. If

(5.4)

t[*]>t,[*\,

*e9(t),

then there is a finite dimensional subspace M of L2 (fi) such that (Tu, u) ^ 0 for all

u (Z-2>(t)r\M±.
Proof. By Lemma 4, tr is closable. Let fr be the lower semibounded selfadjoint
operator associated with the closure tr in L2(ß n fir). Let H(tr) denote the Hilbert
space defined by 3>(tr) and the inner product
(u,v)-,r

= tr[u,v]

+(K0

+ l)(u,v)anar

for K0 defined in (5.3). In view of (5.3) and (2.13), the embedding H(tr) -»
Wm'2(ü n fir) is continuous. Hence, from (A)(2), H(tr) is compactly embedded in
L2 (fi n fir). Consequently, fr has a compact resolvent and thus a discrete spectrum
consisting of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity; we denote these by
< vN < 0 < vN+x < • • • -»oo,
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each eigenvalue being repeated according to multiplicity. Let {v¡: l G N} be an
associated orthonormal sequence of eigenfunctions. By setting them to be zero
outside fi n fir the functions v¡ can be considered to be in L2(fi).

Let M be the hnear span oí {vx,...,vN}in
L2 (fi) and let u g B(t ) n M ± . We
claim that since u G 3)(t), then (5.4) is satisfied with <i>= u. To verify this we need
to show that if {<j>i}is /-convergent to u then {<f>¡
\ Q n a} is ¿^-convergent to
" r arna- Clearly, <f>,->u in L2(fi) imphes that </>,r a,na "* " t a,na in ^2(ß n ®r)Now, by (5.3) tr is bounded below in L2(fi n fir). Hence, by (5.4), f[<f>,
- <í>J-» 0
as /, m -* oo imphes that /,.[$/ - $m] ~~*0. Therefore,

« T a na e ®(tr)

arm (5-4)

holds for any u g 0(f) n M x .
By the min-max principle
pN+x=

sup

infir[^,^]

where the infimum is over all ^ G 0(fr) n [<>,,... ,4)^]-1 with Heliana, = 1Whence, for any u g 3>(t) n M1
(Tu,u)

= t[u]

> ír[«]

> í'Ar+1||u||¿2H,(nnar)

> 0,

which completes the proof.

Theorem 6. Assume (A)-(D), and that t defined in (3.5) and (3.6) is bounded
below and closable. If for r G N sufficiently large, there are functions

p,.eL'o(3Q,nQ),

y-0,1.m-l,

smc/i that for some number X and all $ g 0(í)
m

£ f
(5.5)

(AjVJ<i>,VJ<p)dx
+£1//

>\f

0(3

)'/*+/■

p,|v^|2*)

, w|<i>|
dx,

•'0\ß,

//¡en iAe number NX(T) of eigenvalues of f below X is finite. Moreover, Nx(f)
Nx(Tr) where Tr is the operator determined by tr.

Proof.

<

The proof follows directly from Lemma 5 and the Spectral Theorem (cf.

Glazman [12, p. 15]).
In the case of t = -A + q(x), x G R", Piepenbrink [19] showed that the conclusion of Lemma 5 holds provided that

-Am + qu > 0,

jc g R",

has a positive C^solution v in {jc: |jc| > R} for some R > 0. The approach above
extends the proof of Piepenbrink. Inequality (5.5) is closely related to inequality
(4.2) in [19]. The function p0 is given by v~x(dv/di>) in Piepenbrink's inequality (4.2)
where v is the positive solution required in his hypothesis. Allegretto [3] in the same
year published a paper which showed the equivalence of two types of oscillatory
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behavior of solutions of -Au + qu = 0, jc g R". Consequently, a critical question
regarding the existence of positive solutions to the above equation was settled. These
two papers showed an important connection between the positivity of solutions of
these equations and the finiteness of the spectrum below le. This connection was
developed in subsequent papers—(see Simon [31])—by Allegretto [5-7], Piepenbrink
[20, 21], and Moss and Piepenbrink [16]. However, this approach via oscillation
theory seems to be limited particularly to second-order operators with Dirichlet
boundary conditions. In this paper, the functions p., j = 0,1,..., m — 1, arise from
an inequality [15], which is related to the Uncertainty Principle Lemma (cf. [23, p.
169]), rather than a positive solution.

6. Applications. In this section we illustrate some applications of Theorems 3 and 6
with particular emphasis given to the Schrödinger operator and, more generally,
second-order operators. Rather general applications are first given for the sake of
completeness, then we present some more specific examples.
We find lower bounds for le(t2), the least point of the essential spectrum, in terms
of the coefficients of the operator f2 defined below and the weight w(x). Criteria are
given concerning the coefficients which imply that the number of eigenvalues below
le(f2) is finite. Finally, applications are given which apply to higher-order elliptic
operators.
For clarity we respecify our operator and assumptions in this case. In the case of
m = 1, we write expression (3.1) as
(6.1)

t2:=

w(x)'1

-

"

£

3 /

3 \

jyy\aij(x)^yy\+q(x)

,

The n X n matrix ,4(jc):= (a¡j(x)) for i, j = l,...,n.
(6.1) is
(6.2)

t2[u,v]=

f \(Avu,Vu)

+ quv]dx + f

Ja

X

fi.

The form associated with

o(s)u(s)v(s)

ds

JrR

for

«,i7G0(r2)=

{u: u = 4>[a,<l>eCS>{R»\Ts)}.

The operator which is (formally) associated with t is defined by T2u = t2u, T2:
3>(T2)^> L2 (fi), with the dense domain
9>(T2) = {«: u = $ r a,* e Cf?(Rn\Ts),

t2u g L2(fi) and

c(s)d<i>(s)/di>A + o(s)<j>(s) = 0, s g TR}

where d<j>/dvA= (V<p)*A■v with v being the unit outward normal derivative on TR.
Here c(s) and o(s) are assumed not to be simultaneously zero on TR. Hence, T2 is
associated with a mixed boundary value problem on fi.
The assumptions (A)-(D) of §3 are simplified (and slightly modified) as follows
for the second-order case:
(a) For the fi,'s defined in (2.12) we require that 3(fi n fi,) be of class C1 for
each positive integer k.
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(b) The matrix A(x) is Hermitian a.e. on ß,
pA(x):=

mine.w. A(x) > 0

for a.e. jc g fi,

and pA(x)-x g L°°(fi n fi,) for each k g N.
The potential q(x) is real-valued in fi,

•r
inf

hm

*:-<» iea\a,

{fq(x)\
—-^-} =:q0 > -oo,
i w(x) )

and for each k g N, <jg La°(fi n fi,) where a0 = w/2 for n > 2 and a0 > 1 for

« = 2.
(c) (1) The real-valued function a g Lßo(TR) where ß0 = n - 1 î or n > 2 and
ß0 > 1 for n = 2.
(2) There is a Jfc0G N such that o > 0 in TÄ\ fi, for all k > k0.

(d) The weight w > 0 a.e. on fi, and w~xG L°°(ß n fi,), A:g N.
For the sake of simplification we further assume
(e) There are Dirichlet boundary conditions at oo, i.e., <j>(s)= 0, 5 g TR\ fi,, for
some k sufficiently large and all <¡>g 3)(t).
This condition can be removed in some cases, as is shown in [14]. An example of
how this is done is given in Corollaries 14 and 15.
By Lemma 2, the assumptions (a)-(d) imply that the form t is bounded below and
closable. Analogously to f in §4 we let f2 be the unique, lower semibounded,
selfadjoint operator associated with the closure of t2. When the form t2 arises from

T2 as in (3.4), f2 will be the Friedrichs extension of T2.
A crucial ingredient in the apphcations to follow will be a Friedrichs-type
inequality which is the next lemma. The lemma is a generalization of the Uncertainty
Principle Lemma [23, p. 169]. A proof can be found in [14 and 15]. The set G <zR"
is open and connected with a boundary 3G which is smooth enough in order that
the first formula of Green applies.
Lemma 7. Let g be an element of W2,2(G) whose Laplacian

Ag is of one sign a.e. on

G. Define tj = 1 if Ag < 0 a.e. on G and tj = 0 if Ag > 0 a.e. on G. If
(Ew-7|Z)>|2)1/2g

/
JG

Wx'2(G)then

|A*| £ |D>|2dx<(-lW

yx(g)y0[ £ \D°<j>\2)ds

|«|=7

JdG

+ 2Í

\w=y

/

|Vg| £ |¿>a<í>||vZ>a<í>|dx
G

<(-l)"2/

l«l=7

yx(g)y0[

£

|vD>|2)ds

+ 4min{«, j + 1} j |Ag|_1|vg|2
G

£

¡D^fdx.

l«l=7+ l

This Friedrichs-type inequality plays here in the higher dimensional case the role of
the related Hardy inequality in the one dimensional case (e.g. see [12]).
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Theorem 8. Let (a)-(e) hold and suppose that each ai} g L°°(ß n fi,), k g N.
Assume that for some k G N there are functions g,h G W2,2(fi \ fi,) w/i/cä satisfy the

following:
(i) Ag a«d Ah are each of one sign a.e. on fi \ fi,,

(ii) PA(x) > |Vg|2/|Ag| for a.e. x g fi\fi„
(iii) w(x) < |A/i| a.e. jc g fi\fi,.
Then
/e(f2)>

(6.3)

hm

4"1

£-»■00

inf

and

|Vg| +

inf

iß\ß* \vh\

Proof. Let

hm

£

inf |vg|/|v/i|

and ç0 = lim

k-»oo ieß\!i,

£->oo

inf

q/w.

jeß\!ij

By Theorem 3 it will suffice to show that for each arbitrarily small 8 > 0, there is a

íeN

such that for any £ > AT

'["] > (£ + <7o~ S)||"|Ul(a)

for all u g 3>(t)

with supp«cfi\fi,.
We may assume that q0 — 8 is nonnegative, since the
addition of a constant multiplicative operator to f2 will only shift le(T2) by that
same constant amount. For a given 8 > 0, k sufficiently large, and supp « c fi \ fi,,
i

![u]>(

i2i

|Vg| |V«|
Jc,
a\ak

f

|Ag|

i2

8\

9o

2 Iwl«

,2

djc

^2-x\vg\\Vu\\u\+ ^qQ-^Jw\u

2-1l£--W'

|vA| |v«| |w|dx +iq0

dx

I" II¿1(a)

> (4""1£+ i0-5)ll"II^W
by Lemma 7, which completes the proof.
As illustrated by the examples below, Theorem 8 is sharp in certain cases. We
emphasize the fact that the conditions imposed on the coefficients are only needed in

some neighborhood of the singularities.
Before considering more specific examples of apphcations of Theorem 6, we
continue with a related corollary of Theorem 6. (Recall that f'(x) =/(jc) when

/(jc) < 0 and f'(x) = 0 when f(x) > 0.)
Theorem 9. Let (a)-(e) be satisfied. Assume that for some r g N there are
functions f, g g W2-2(fi \ fir) which satisfy the following for some real number X:
(i) pA(x) > |Vg|2/|Ag| for a.e x G ß\ßr,

(ii) [^(x) - Xm>(jc)]">Af for a.e. x g fi\fir,
(iii) Ag is of one sign on fi \ fi,.,
(iv) p G íA(3fir n ß) forp:= (-l)M-1y1(g) - yx(f) where r/ = 1 if Ag < 0 and
tj = 0//Ag > 0 in ß\ßr.
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If
(6.4)

lim

sup

-~j<T,

*-*°° x<=a\ak |Vg|

^

then f2 has only a finite number of eigenvalues below X.

Proof. For 8 g (0, ¿) choose k g N large enough such that k > r and |v/| <
(4-1 - 5)|Vg| for a.e. x g fi \ fi,. If <#>
g ^(r2), then by Lemma 7

-f

•'Q\ß,

[$-Xw]-|*|2dx<

/"

Ja\sik

<-(

•'3(ß\ß4)

<-(

|A/||<f>|2djc

yf(f)\<b\2ds + 2 f

Jsi\ak

Y1(/)|<í»|2ds+(2-1-25)í
•/3(ß\ß,)

i£

|v/||v*||*|dx

f7an.

nO
'aßtOß

|vg||V*||*|dx
Ja\Qk

(p-(-iy8yf(g))\<t>\2ds

+(l-4fi)(•'ßXß, lAgf'lvglWl'dxSince 8 can be chosen to be arbitrarily small, the above series of inequalities and the

hypothesis imply that (5.5) holds. Thus, the proof is completed.
Note that conditions (e) can be removed as a requirement in Theorem 9 if we
know that o - p ?> 0 on TR\ fir for some r. (See Corollary 14.) The problem now
becomes that of finding functions /, g, and h which satisfy the conditions of
Theorems 8 and 9. A natural hope is that of approximating the coefficients and
weight by radial functions, i.e., functions of |jc|, in a neighborhood of the singularities. In some situations it might be more realistic to approximate the coefficients and

weight in a neighborhood of the finite singularities, S\ {oo}, by a function of the
distance

from

x to S \ {oo }. More generally,

we might assume our approximating

functions—hence, /, g, and h—to be functions of a single variable r which is a
function of x. For example, if we assume that h = h(r(x)), then the inequality (iii)
of Theorem 8 is satisfied if
w(x) < u(r)

<|AA|

which implies that

(6.5)

w(r)<|/V'(r)|vr|2

+ /i'(/-)Ar|.

If g = g(r(x)) then inequality (ii) is satisfied if pA(x) > p(r) > |vg|2/|Ag|
(6.6)

\g"(r)\vr\2

+ g'(r)Ar\p(r)

and

> [g'(r)]2\vr\2.

In this case the ratio |Vg|/|V/i| of Theorem 8 reduces to \g'(r)\/\h'(r)\,
provided
|V| =£0. For Theorem 9 the situation is analogous.
When the portion of the singular set which is of interest is a point—say
s g S—then we may let r(x) = |jc - j|. If the singularity is at oo, then r(jc) = |jc| is
usually appropriate. In either case |v| = 1 and Ar = (n - l)/r for which (6.5) and
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(6.6) can be solved easily. In the case that the singular set includes a hyperplane—say
Sj = 0—then r(x) = |jc, - sy| is appropriate. Here, Ar = 0 and |Vr| = 1. Again,
(6.5) and (6.6) follow readily. Finally, suppose that the singular set includes a
portion of the surface of a ball R(jc0; p) with center x0 g R" and radius p > 0.
Further assume that the exterior of the ball intersects fi with 3R n 3fi # 0. In this
case the distance r(x) from a point x g fi (near 3R) to 3R is given by r(jc) = |jc jc0| - p. Here, |Vr| = 1 and Ar = (n - l)/\x

- x0\ = (n — T)(r + p) from which

(6.5) and (6.6) can be solved. (The singular set S may even be formed by an
unbounded sequence of such balls.)

More generally, (6.5) and (6.6) are easier to solve if we know a priori that |V/*| > 1
and either

Ar > ß(r)\vr\

(6.7)

*Gß\ß„

or

(6.8)
Ar^ß(r)\vr\
,
x G ß\ß„
for some function ß(r). In the case of (6.7) and (6.8), it is possible to reduced (6.5)
and (6.6) to linear differential inequalities in h' and g'.
In the case that r represents the distance from jc to S \ {oo} in some neighborhood of the singularities, it appears that (6.7) might be a condition concerning the
"shape" of 3ß n S in that neighborhood. But, exactly what that condition might be
remains open. Of course, inequalities of this type have been studied by many
investigators, (e.g. see the paper of Redheffer [22]).
We summarize these observations with the following corollaries to Theorems 8
and 9 as well as some examples.
Corollary

10. Let (a)-(e) hold and suppose that each atj G L°°(fi nû,),

k g N.

Assume that for k sufficiently large:
(i) there is a function r(x) G W2'2(Q, \ fi,) such that (6.7) holds for some function ß
and constant c > 0 for which j'ß(v)dv
is absolutely continuous on (0, oo);
(ii) there is a function p such that jfp(s)~xexp(-f^ß(v)dv)ds
is absolutely
continuous on (0, oo) and pA(x) > p(r(x)) for x G fi \ fi,;
(iii) there is a function w such that for some number d > 0

I vv(i)exp|j
Jd

ß(v)dv)ds

\Jd

is absolutely continuous on (0, oo) and w(x) < w(r(jc)) for jc G fi \ fi,.

Then
(6.9)

le(t2)>

hm {4-1

k-*oo I

inf

ieíí\I¡i

fr{x)w(t)exp(f ß(s)ds)dt

xf

Jr(x)

p^expl-f

\

Jc

ß(s)ds)dt
I

+

inf

l-

<sQ\ak w
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Proof. Using (6.5) and (6.6) we define

h(r) = f expí-J' ß(v) dv\f w(s)exp(f ß(v) dv\ dsdt
and

g(r) = jf exp(-jT'ß(v) dv^

¿(i^expf-j^

ß(») <*>)
ds

dt.

Now, g(r(x)) and h(r(x)) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 8. Hence, the conclusion follows from (6.3).
Corollary

11. Let (a)-(e) hold. For k sufficiently large assume (i) and (ii) of

Corollary 10 and that for some real number X there is a function q such that
f¿q(s)exp(f¿ ß(v)dv)ds is absolutely continuous on (0, oo) and [q(x) - \w(x)]~>

q(r(x)) fora.e. x G fi\fi,.

(6.10)

lim

//

sup

f (J° \q(t) |exp( (' ß(s)ds) dt

*-»i€(J\8/J

\Jd

xjf^

I

}i(t)-1exp(-^ß(s)ds]jdt<\,

then f2 has only a finite number of eigenvalues below X.

Proof. Define g as in the proof of Corollary 10. The definition of / is the same as
h was defined in the proof of Corollary 10 except \q\ replaces w in that definition.
The proof now follows from Theorem 9.
When r(x) = \x - s\ for some seS, then (6.9) and (6.10) reduce to

(6.11) le(T2)>

f\x-s\

lim 4"1 inf

*-»oo (

xefl\flt

YJd
fc

X/

.

t - s\
i

|r - j|

w(t)dt
i1-"./

p(t)

\-i

.

dt

+

J\x-s\

inf
J€Ü\S,

*WJ

and

hm

(6.12)

*-°°

sup f* S \t - s\" l\q(t)\dt
x^n\akJd

/''

i\t~s\ ii-". ~p(t)Xdt<-7
/ \-i ,
1

tx-s\

4

respectively.
Example 12. Let fi be an open, connected, unbounded subset of R". Assume that
ß lies on one side of its boundary 3ß, which is C1 as a submanifold. Define the

form
A[u,u]=l

\(Avu,Vu)

+ quo] dx + f

a(s)u(s)v(s)

for all u and v in
®(A) = {u: M= <H a, *e

C0°°(Rn ), supp <¡>n #,<=«}

ds
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for some k where Nk = {x g R": |x| > k}. We make the following assumptions
regarding the coefficients.
(1) The matrix A is Hermitian a.e. on fi, pA(x) > 0 a.e. on fi, and pAx g

L°°(fi\Ar,)foreachfcGN.
(2) Let w > 0 a.e. on fi be a weight function for which w~x g Lx(ü\Nk)

for

each k g N.
(3) The potential q(x) is real-valued in fi; for each k g N, q g La(Q\Nk)
a = n/2 when n > 2 and a > 1 when n = 2; and

l*l—oo \2\>\x\\

for

(44)
w(z)

(A) The real-valued function a g La(3fi) and o ^ OinoQ

C\ Nk íor k sufficiently

large.
Let T4 be the unique, lower semibounded, self adjoint operator associated with the
closure of A in Z.2(fi). Assume that in some neighborhood NK of oo there exist
piecewise continuous functions q(t), p(t), and w(t) of a real variable / such that
(5) for some real number X, [q(x) - Xw(jc)]"> <?(|jc|),jc g fi n A^,
(6) pA(x) > p(\x\), jc G fi n NK, and
(7) w(jc) < w(|jc|), x G fi n NK.
If each a,j g Z,°°(ß \ Nk), k g N, then

(6.13)
le(T)>

hm

4-1 inf

|x|— oo I

y>\x\

fy i i"-l-

/

Ja

|r|

/ \ , fc i |l-n.

w(t)dt

•'«

\t\

/ \-l

p(t)

,

dt

% « 44).
|z|>|x|

W(Z)

j

If

(6.14)

hm sup/f Irf-^OIdT/M^MO"1^!

1*1-"» ^»l^ll-7^

^

i

4

then TAhas only a finite number of eigenvalues below X.
Proof. According to the conditions imposed on fi we may define each fi, in
order that fi, 3 fi \ N, and conditions (A)(1)-(A)(3) are met. Conditions (b)-(d)
are met by (l)-(4) of the hypothesis. Corollaries 10 and 11 imply the conclusions
above.
If the limit in (6.13) is oo, then TA has a purely discrete spectrum. This is the
conclusion of Theorem 1 in [14]. In fact, we have shown that condition (11) of
Theorem 1 in [14] is unnecessary as was conjectured in that paper.
Consider the special case of (6.1) and Example 12 in which
t2u = -Au + q(x)u,

x G fi,

and
u g 3)(t2) = {u: u = $ r n,«í>e ^(R"),
c(s)(d<t>(s)/dv)

t2m g L2(fi) and
+ o(s)<b(s) = 0, s G 3ß},
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where c(s) assumes only the values 0 and 1 is not simultaneously zero with a(s);
furthermore, let c(s) = 0 and o(s) = 1 for s g 3fi\AT, for some k. Here, q and a
are sufficiently smooth in order that (3) and (4) are true and
t2[u,v]

= (t2u,v),

u,v^3¡(T2)

= 3¡(t2).

(In this case TA is the Friedrichs extension of t2.) Using (6.14) we have that for
n > 3, X = 0, and q(\x\) < q'(x)

(6.15)

hm

inf y2-"(y t"-xq(t)dt>-?-t-^

\x\^cc y>\x\

A

A

implies that T4 has only a finite number of negative eigenvalues. This criterion
compares favorably with the well-known criterion for the two-body problem (Theorem XIII.6 of [24]). Theorem 8 of Schmincke [30] concerning a condition, which
implies that T4 (with Dirichlet boundary conditions) has an infinite number of
negative eigenvalues, provides an interesting contrast to condition (6.15).
We now proceed to a higher-order application. To do this we will need to first
prove a corollary to the inequahty in Lemma 7 (cf. Corollary 2 of [15]). Recall that
v(s) denotes the unit outward normal at s, |v7</>(jc)|2:= £|0|=y|7Da<i>(jc)|2,and (s, v)
is the Euclidean inner product with v(s) of the position vector from the origin to

s g 3fi.
Corollary
13. Let G çR" be an open, connected set with a boundary 3G which is
smooth enough in order that the first formula of Green applies. Let k be a real number.
If the set G contains the origin, then we restrict k > (2 — n)/2. Define tj = 1 if
k g (2 — n,0) and tj = 0, otherwise. Then
/,

-^\

(6.16)

C i i"l

, i2 ■

/ jc V-ty
Jc

|k —2

+ tj|

dx>LA——.-rr
Amin{n,j}

r

.

/ jc
JG

,K—2,

(-l)1!« - 2 + n| r
+ V ' ■ (-rv-^
/

2mm{n,j}

. .

V7"1^

he

.2

dx

.
.. .k-2,
, , ,2
(s,v)\s\
\VJ-X<b\ ds

for all </>G {<f>;<j>= u [ G, u G C^(R")} and integers j > 1.

Proof. If k + 0, let g(jc) = \x\K in Lemma 7. If k = 0 and n > 2, let g(x) =
41og|jc|/(n - 2). If n = 1, (6.16) is a form of the Hardy inequality.
We note that in the case that 0 g G, (6.16) holds for all k if # = u | G,
u g C0°°(R"\ {0}). Define T+ and T' to be subsets of 3fi where the product (s, v) is
positive or nonpositive, respectively.

Corollary
14. Assume the following:
(i) the hypothesis of Lemma 2;
(ii) for somej g {1,...,

m}, and some real number k

lim

inf

i

jci_K u,(jc) > b, > 0;

(iii) there is an integer k2 such that one of the following conditions is met:
(a) each <>G S)(t) satisfies Dirichlet boundary conditions on 3fi \ fi, , or

(b) n > 2j, k G (2j - n,0), and Da<¡>
= 0 on T+\ fi,2 for any 4 G ^(0
and \a\ = 0,1,..., j — 1, or
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(c) k G (-00,2 - n] U [2j - 2, oo), and £>°<j>
= 0 on T\ ß,2 for any <f>G

2(t)and

\a\ = 0,1,..., j - 1;

(iv) î/ 0 G ß \rs, wefurther restrict 2k > Aj —n — 2.

If

(6.17)

hm inf zlïlM^Mïl
¿-►oo ieí!\í!t

w'

> x,

^(jt)

7

^mminj

+ l-i)'

f/ien a(f ) n (-oo, X) is finite.
Proof. Choose r > max{k0, kx, k2} (for kx defined in Lemma 2 and k0 defined

in (C)(2)) in order that Pj(x) > bf\x\Kand

^(y)l*r~2y + AQ(x) > \w(x),

x G ß\ßr.

By (i), (CX2), and Corollary 13, for any </>
G 2(t)
1ft

tfl — 1

£/

y-o-'oX«,

(Ay*,vJ<p)dx+

/

£ /

7-0 'aaxo,

+ ^o(*)l*|2)<^
>

>(

+ ^l0(x)]k|2djc+

>X[

[R(/)|jcr2>
L

\ J

'

2

ds

aj ¿U

> •'ßXß,
/" (ft..|x|"|v^|2
^

Jo.\o.
Ja\ar

ii

£/,

, -,
/_!

,2

w|<i.|2djc+ £/,
■'ßXö,
/»i

where there are constants C¡ according to (6.16) such that

i,=c,[Jè(a\ar) (i,p)i5r~2,iv>_,*r*. i-i,....j.
Let pj_,(s)= -C,(s,v)\s\K~21 for s g 3fir n fi and l = l,...,j.
Otherwise, set
p.(s) = 0 for _/ < i < m — 1. By choosing r properly, we can be assured that
0 £ 9ßr n ß. Hence, each p, g L^(3ßr n ß), 0 < /' < m - 1. The sign of /, over
9ß \ ßr depends on k and the angle between the position vector from the origin to s
and the unit outward normal v at s. By assumptions (iii) and (iv) above this portion
of /, is nonnegative. The hypothesis of Theorem 6 is now satisfied and the
conclusion follows.
Note that in Corollary 14 we are not necessarily assuming Dirichlet conditions at
infinity—see (iii).
For t2 = -A + q, above we would let m = 1, j = 1, w(x) = 1, and « = 0. Then,
the corresponding fact for the 2-body problem follows as in Theorem XIII.6(b) of

Reed and Simon [24].
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Corollary

15. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 3, that for somej G {!,...,

hm
k-x

221

m}

inf IjcI p¡(x) :> b. > 0
ieí!\í!j

J

'

for some real number k, the hypothesis (iii) and (iv) of Corollary IA. Then, for B(j)

defined in CorollaryIA

*->oo i€fl\at

w(x)

Proof. Using Theorem 3, this proof follows similarly to the proof of Corollary 14.
Results similar to Corollaries 14 and 15 can also be proved for operators of the
form (-A)m + q(x), or more generally
m

T,CjV\x\''U + q(x).
7= 1

The essential ingredient would be to replace Corollary 13 with generalizations of
Rellich's inequality [25, p. 90]. One such generalization can be found in a paper of
Allegretto [4]. We comment here that Rellich's proof as well as Allegretto's extension
can be considerably shortened by using Hardy's inequality [15] on p. 95 of [25]
instead of introducing the function g(r). (This removes the restriction y < 0 in
Allegretto's extension.) For a rather elegant proof of Rellich's inequality, using
Hardy's inequality, and associated references we refer the reader to a paper by

Schmincke [29].
Remark. After the completion of this paper, the authors became aware (through a
conversation with A. Kufner) of some interesting new results by B. Opic and A.
Kufner [Sobolev weight spaces and the N-dimensional Hardy inequality, Trudy Sem.

S. L. Soboleva, No. 1 (1983), 108-117 (Russian)] in which the inequality of Lemma 7
is extended to include estimates of the type

Í a0(x)\<b(x) | dx < c¿Z í at(x)

Ja

, = iyß

3<f>dx,

3jc,

for some constant c > 0 and p G (1, oo). Such estimates are sure to lead to a wider
variety of applications similar to ones sketched above.
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